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In this paper we show that a convex operator between a weak Asplund space and 
a suitable ordered locally convex space is Gateaux differentiable on a dense Ga set 
of its domain. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc 
1 
Introduction. In this paper we study the differentiability for convex 
operators taking values in an ordered locally convex space. In Theorem 2 
we show that a convex operator f, from a convex subset A of a weak 
Asplund X space into an ordered locally convex space Y in which the 
closed positive cone Y, is normal and int Y, # @ or Y has a predual, is 
Gateaux differentiable at x if for all y’ E Y’+ (the dual cone of Y,), y’of: 
A( z X) + Iw is Gateaux differentiable at x0. 
J. M. Borwein showed in his paper [2, Theorem 5.1(b)] that a convex 
operator between a weak Asplund space and an ordered locally convex 
space Y with normality and countably Daniel1 property is Gateaux dif- 
ferentiable on a dense G, set of its domain. Under different conditions of 
Y we obtain a similar result (Theorem 3). 
For necessary background on convex operators, we refer to [2, 4, 5, 
7, 91. 
2 
Let X be a locally convex space and Y an ordered locally convex space 
ordered by a closed cone Y, . Let A s X be a convex set and f: X + Y be 
a Y +-convex operator, that is, 
f(~x+(l-n)u)~~f(X)+(l--)f(U) 
for all 1 E [0, 1 ] and x, IJ E X. 
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It is easy to see that for fixed x and u the operator from aB into Y 
qqx, 1,u) :=f(x + Au) -f(x) 
is Y+-convex and satisfies the following properties: 
(a) 4(x, A, u)/A > 9(x, ,4 0)/p for 13 p > 0; 
(b) 4(x, -A u)/A<d(x, -p, o)/p for O>pLA; 
(c) cp(x, l/A, u) := (4(x, A, u) +4(x, -2, ~))/A20 for all A>0 and 
Recall that an operator J is said to be Gateaux differentiable at x0 if for 
any VEX the limit 
lim J(x + Au) + J(x - Au) - 24x) = o 
% \ 0 ;1 
and is linear, continuous in u. In particular, iffis continuous then it suffices 
to require that 
lim cp x,:, u 
( ) 
=o 
%\O 
[2, Proposition 3.73. 
The positive cone Y, of the dual space of Y is denoted by 
Yl, = (y’~ Y’; v’(y)>0 for all YE Y,}. 
Since f: A( c X) + Y is Y, -convex if and only if for all y’ E Y’+ , y’ of: 
A -+ [w defined by (y’of)x = y’(f(x)) . is convex. Thus, by (a) and (b), for 
any y’ E Y’+ the limits 
and 
exist. If for any y’ E Y’+ and u E X the above two limits are identical, that 
is, for any y’ E Y’+ y’ 0 f is Gateaux differentiable at x, then we say that f is 
w-Gateaux differentiable at x. It is natural to ask whether w-Gateaux 
differentiability of f implies Gateaux differentiability off: The following 
theorem answers this question. 
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Recall that a cone Y, is a normal cone if there exists a base of 
neighbourhoods V at 0 such that 
V=(V-Y+)n(Y+-V). 
(see [ 83). These neighbourhoods are said to be saturated. 
LEMMA 1. Let Y be an ordered locally convex space with a closed normal 
cone Y,. Then one has 
(i) Let y, and z, be the nets in Y and U, V the saturated sets with 
U - U E V. If for any t with z, E U, there exists a K(t) such that 0 < yk d z, 
for all k > K(t), then y, E V for all k 2 K(t). Furthermore, if z, + 0, then 
y!c+o. 
(ii) For all x, v E X and t, > 0, the set 
{cpw,v);o<~~t,} 
is bounded. 
Proof (i) Since Y, is a normal cone and 0 < y, < z, for all k Z K(t), 
then one has 
z,-y,E(U-Y+)n(Y+-U)=U 
for all kaK(t).Thus, ~,EU-zZ,zU-U~VforallkBK(t). 
(ii) By (c) the set (cp(x, t, v); 0 < t < to} is an ordered bounded set 
and so is bounded [6, p. 205, Corollary 21. 
THEOREM 2. Let X be a locally convex space and Y an ordered locally 
convex space with a closed normal cone Y, Let A G X be a convex set and 
f: X -+ Y a continuous convex operator. If int Y, # $3 or Y has a predual, 
then f is w-Gateaux differentiable at x0 if and only ff is Gateaux differen- 
tiable at x0. 
Proof It suffices to show that the w-Gateaux differentiability off at x0 
implies the Gateaux differentiability off at x0. Suppose not, then there 
exist a v E X, a neighbourhood V of 0 in Y, and a subnet { ki > 0; ie I}, 
k, > ki+ r such that 
cp(x,, ki, v) n V= 0. (1) 
For this v E X there exists a m, E N such that 
(2) 
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for some y, E Y + n U (or some y, E int Y, n U if int Y, # 0) and k > 0, 
where U is a convex neighbourhood of 0 in Y with U - UE V. In fact, if 
for any fixed y E Y, n U (or y E int Y, n U) any m E hJ, there exists a 
y E Y, n U, and a k(m) > 0 such that 
cp(x,, k(m), 0) 6 AY, 
then by (c) one has 0 d cp(x,, k, u) < (l/m) y for all k b k(m). Since Y, is 
a normal cone, we can assume that U and V are saturated sets, then by 
part (i) of Lemma 1 we have 
cp(x,, k, v) E U- UG V 
for all k 2 k(m). This contradicts (1). 
Note that (l/m,) y, - cp(x,, k, u) $ Y, for all k > 0 implies that 
;f;yo-{dx,,k~);k>O} nY+=0, 
> 
for all m > m,. We want to show that 
~L.o--%{~(Xo, ki, 0); if) n Y, =12/, 
for some m > m,. Thus if not, we have z, E Y, with z, = (l/m) y, - (Pi, 
where cp m = lim, cp:, cp~~co{(~(x~,k~,u); ~EI’}. Hence O<cp,<(l/m)y, 
and so (P,,, + 0 by part (i) of Lemma 1. It follows that we can choose a 
sequence ‘p”,(,, such that rpz(,, + 0. Note that 
P(n) P(n) 
cp:(,) = 1 tj(n) CP(X,, k{(n), ~1% tj(n)BO>O, 1 tj(n)=l. 
j= 1 j= 1 
Furthermore, we assume that kj(n)=min{kj(n); 1 <j<p(n)} and 
k:(n)<kf(n+ 1). Thus by (c) one has 
and 
0 G dx,, k;(n + l), 0) < d-x,, k; (n), u) 
0 Q cpb,, k;(n), 0) G cp:(,,. 
It follows again from part (i) of Lemma 1 that 
cpb,, k;(n), 0) -+ 0. 
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This contradicts (1). 
(i) If Y has a predual, then Co{ cp(xO, ki, u); id f > is a w*-compact 
subset of Y and Y, is w*-closed. Thus by the strong separation theorem 
there exists a 0 # y’ E Y’ such that 
sup Y’ ~l.O-E{~(x~~ ki, 0); i~r} 
1 
<inf y’(Y+). 
This implies that y’ E Y’+ and 
for all i E r and some o k 0. Thus 
Y’(P’(-x~, ki, 0)) > ,J 
for all i E l? 
(ii) If int Y, # @ then we take y, E int Y + n U. Since int Y, # 125, 
again applying the separation theorem there exists a 0 # y’ E Y’ such that 
sup Y’ by,-co{~(x,,k,,u);isl‘) 
This implies that y’ E Y’+ and 
~‘(cpbo, L ~))a; y’(yo) 
for all i E r. Since 0 # y’ E Y’+ and y, E int Y, , then y’( yo) > r~ for some 
y>o. so 
~‘(cpbo, ki, ~1) > f 
for all i E r. 
But both cases (i) and (ii) contradict the fact that f is w-Gateaux 
differentiable at x0. 
It is well known that a locally convex space X is a weak Asplund space 
if every continuous convex function on an open convex subset A of X is 
Gateaux differentiable on a dense G6 set of A (see [ 1 ] or [ 33). Denote the 
set consisting of the points at which f is Gateaux differentiable by G,. The 
set GV, -f is similarly defined for y’ E Y’+ . 
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THEOREM 3. Let X be a weak Asplund space and ( Y, Y, ) an ordered 
locally convex space with a predual. Let A be a convex open set in X and f: 
A( E X) + Y be Y+-convex. Zf Y + is a closed normal cone and there exists 
a dense subset A of the dual cone Y’+ such that n,,,,,, G,CC2 f is a dense Gb 
set, then f is Gateaux differentiable on a dense G, set of A. 
Proof By Theorem 2 one has 
Gf= (-) G,,,/c n G,,,,,- 
y’ E r; “’ E A 
For any XE&,~,, G,,,,,vEX, and t,>O, the set 
(cPW,v);O<tdto) 
is bounded by part (ii) of Lemma 1. 
Now for any E > 0 and y; E Y’+ , picking y’ E ,4 with 
(Y; - Y’)(cP(x, k VI) 2; 
and k, with 
for all k > k,, then 
IY’(cP(x, k v))l<; 
IY;(cP(x, k v))l Q I(Y; - Y’)(cP(x, k v))l + IY’(cP(x, k u))l <E 
for all k 2 kO. This implies that x E &SE y; G,.., and so 
G,= 0 G,.sf= n G,+, 
y’ E r; y E A 
This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY. Let X be a weak Asplund space and ( Y, Y, ) an ordered 
locally convex space with a predual. Let A be a convex open set in X and f: 
A( G X) + Y be Y, -convex. Zf Y is a Baire space and Y + is a closed normal 
cone and the dual Y’ of Y is separable, then f is Gateaux differentiable on 
a dense G6 set of A. 
ProoJ: Similar to the proof of Theorem 3, one has 
where (yk E Y, ; n = 1, 2, . ..} is a dense subset of Y’+ . 
409/151/2-6 
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It follows that X is a weak Asplund space and that G,h,.f is a sense G set 
of A. Then G,, ,j ,. = 0 ,“- 1 Gz ,., where G”: J.,,f is a dense open subset of A. 
Note that A is a Baire space, then 
G,= fi G,,, f= fi fi G; f 
n=l n=l m=l 
is a dense G, subset of A. This completes the proof. 
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